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With a [translation and] commentary, by Sir William Jones
Written by an eminent medieval Hanafi scholar, this is a concise yet comprehensive primer in creed and jurisprudence. It spans all five pillars of Islam, as well as the topics of slaughtering, ritual sacrifice, and haunting.
Islamic Perspective
An Introduction to the Conservation of Hadith
Al Sirájiyyah:
(English Translation with Arabic Text)
Sirat Un Nabi the Life of the Prophet
GIFT TO THE HUSBAND AND WIFE, A (TOHFATUZ-ZAUJAIN)

A beginning Arabic grammar text.
Abu Hanifah Nu'man ibn Thabit was one of the greatest pioneers in the history of Islamic Law, particularly in legal reasoning. The Hanafi Legal School that he founded has become the most widely followed among the world's Muslims. Based on primary sources, this study of the
life and legacy of Abu Hanifah also surveys the evolution of Hanafi legal reasoning (fiqh) in different regions of the Islamic world and assesses its historical distinctiveness. Mohammed Akram Nadwi is a research fellow at the Oxford Centre for Islamic Studies, and is the
author of several works including al-Muhaddithat: the Women Scholars in Islam (2007).
The Authority of Sunnah
Al-Khair Al-kathir
Easy Way to Quranic Reading
Three Treatises on the I'jaz of the Qur'an
Absolute Essentials of Islam
Imam Abu Hanifa's Al-Fiqh Al-akbar Explained
No further information has been provided for this title.
this book in a simpler language. He says: "Before this, I prepared a paper in which I wrote on the secrets of the Salat as much as was feasible. But as it was not suitable for the common people, I decided to write parts of the cordial disciplines of this spiritual ascension, so that my brothers in faith may have a remembrance, and my hard heart may be affected by it."
Tasheelun Nahw
Ascent to Felicity
Solve Your Problems Through The 99 Beautiful Names Of Allah
Her Life and Works
Pathways to Renewal
The Islamic Law Maxims
This book is a study of religious principles of good governance in our contemporary societies. Historically, religion has provided guidance for organizing societies. In modern times, however, religious ideas have been marginalized in social science literature. Contributors to this work explore what values and practices the Qur’an can contribute to governing our economic, political, and social life today.
Philosophical study of Islam.
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Qur’anic Guidance for Good Governance
English Translation of Munajat-E-Maqbul
Abu Hanifah
The Art of Islamic Banking and Finance
The Great Victory

First translation by American woman. Refutes husbands can beat their wives.
Now available in paperback, this book contains three important Arabic treatises from the 4th and 5th centuries of Islamic history, published here in English translation. These treatises deal with the Islamic concept of i'jaz, that is, the inimitability of the Qur'an because of its sublime style and divine content. While analyzing i'jaz, the treatises
also partake in the development of the science of rhetoric in Arabic and the evolution Arabic literary criticism. The inimitability of the Qur'an is considered a miracle authenticating the holy scripture of Islam and proving the veracity of Muhammad's prophethood. Yet, despite its importance in Islamic thought and Qur'anic studies, few of the
Arabic works on i'jaz have been translated into Western languages. The three Arabic treatises in the book are relatively short ones: they afford different points of view and offer a variety of literary and theological approaches that give the reader a virtually comprehensive understanding of i'jaz and the issues related to it, meanwhile
contributing to the knowledge of Arabic rhetoric and literary criticism. (Series: The Great Books of Islamic Civilization) [Subject: Islamic Studies, Religious Studies, Literary Criticism, History]
Tuhfatul Banaat
A Contemporary Perspective
Contemporary Bioethics
The Foundations of the Sunnah
Tools and Techniques for Community-Based Banking
Mukhtasar Al Quduri - Book of Commercial Transactions

This book presents the views of leading scholars, academics, and educators on the renewal of Islamic schools in the Western context. The book argues that as Islamic schools in Western contexts have negotiated the establishment phase they must next embrace a period of renewal. Renewal relates to a purposeful synthesis of the tradition with contemporary
educational practice and greater emphasis on empirical research substantiating best practices in Islamic schools. This renewal must reflect teaching and learning practices consistent with an Islamic worldview and pedagogy. It should also inform, among other aspects, classroom management models, and relevant and contextual Islamic and Arabic studies. This book
acquaints the reader with contemporary challenges and opportunities in Islamic schools in the Western context with a focus on Australia.
Since the past century, orientalist works had challenged the authenticity of Hadith material (sayings of the Prophet), claiming that these collections of hadiths were done orally and therefore subject to misreporting and alterations. Dr Hamidullah discovered very early collections of hadiths preserved in libraries in Turkey, France and Germany, and on the basis of these,
refuted the misgivings spread by orientalists. This work selects the collections of Hammam ibn Munabbih, a disciple of a companion of the Prophet to substantiate his arguments.
An Explanatory Translation
Islamic Schooling in the West
His Life, Legal Method & Legacy
HAYATUL MUSLIMEEN
Al-Fawz al-Kabir fi Usul al-Tafsir
Stories of the Sahabah
This is an ai translation of BAYAN TALBIS AL-JAHMIYYAH by IBN TAYMIYYAH. It is only volume 1, I am going to release volume 2 soon. This is an artificial translation from a program I use. I read all the pages, and its very comprehensible. Its not perfect, but im sure you will be able to understand the book. I figured its better to have an artificial translation than to
have none at all. This book is a literary debate between AL-Razi and Ibn Taymiyyah, the topic is whether God is located in a direction or not. Very important book for Salafis.
A Basic Hanafi Primer on Faith, Prayer, & the Path of SalvationAllah has commanded us to worship and obey Him, with sincerity, out of reverence, love, and thankfulness. He says in the Quran, And they are ordered only to serve Allah, keeping religion pure for Him, to remain upright, and to establish worship and to pay the poor-due. That is true religion (Quran,
98.5).This worship is not possible without knowledge. This short work outlines the absolute essentials of this knowledge: in faith, prayer, and key points related to ones life and dealings.It is based on the methodology of traditional Sunni Islam, according to the Hanafi school, the largest school of Islamic law, and its purpose is to make ones worship valid, sound,
and proper in a short amount of time. Learn the basics & essentials of Islamic beliefs Make your purification and prayer proper, sound, & valid Learn key issues on the path to Paradise
Al-Farooq
Provisions for the Seekers
Lughat-UL-Quran 2
Advice Regarding the Book of Allah
At-tibyān
Adabus Salat - The Disciplines of the Prayer
The intention in compiling this brief commentary on the section of commercial law (Kitab Al Buyu) from the Mukhtasar of Al Quduri is to assist the layman and the early learner in understanding the various fiqhi terminologies and concepts in the manner laid down by the classical authors on Hanafi jurisprudence. A firm grasp of these fundamental concepts in the initial
years of study will lay a solid foundation for a student to later build upon the more detailed books and also when applying his to contemporary issues of commercial law. The compiling author has attempted to convey the explanation of the masail and indicate the background reasoning in a simple manner without excessive reference to technical jurisprudential
terminology, generally used by Arabic commentators, leaving this for the student to discover directly from these commentaries themselves or in later studies. About Imam Quduri He was the eminent jurist of Baghdad, the Imam Abul Husayn Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn Jafar ibn Hamdan, famously known as Al Quduri, born in 362 AH (973 CE). He studied fiqh
under Abu Abdullah Muhammad ibn Yahya Al jurjani who was the student of Abu Bakr Ar Razi. Among his notable students was Abu Al Nasr Ahmad ibn Muhammad Al Aqta. He narrated hadith from Muhammad ibn Ali Ibn suwayd Al Muaddib and Ubaydullah ibn Muhammad Al hawshabi. The chief justice Abu Abdullah An Damaghani narrated hadith from him and so did
Khateeb al Baghdadi. Imam Al Quduri distinguished himself in fiqh due to his intelligence. He went on to become the leader of the Hanafi scholars in Iraq and rose among them in status and fame. He was from the Ashab At Tarjeeh i.e jurists who analyzed the strength of differing verdicts in the schools ann were qualified to give preference to one over the other. He
passed away on Monday, the 15th of Rajab 428 AH.
This book discusses the common principles of morality and ethics derived from divinely endowed intuitive reason through the creation of al-fitr' a (nature) and human intellect (al-‘aql). Biomedical topics are presented and ethical issues related to topics such as genetic testing, assisted reproduction and organ transplantation are discussed. Whereas these natural
sources are God’s special gifts to human beings, God’s revelation as given to the prophets is the supernatural source of divine guidance through which human communities have been guided at all times through history. The second part of the book concentrates on the objectives of Islamic religious practice – the maqa' sid – which include: Preservation of Faith,
Preservation of Life, Preservation of Mind (intellect and reason), Preservation of Progeny (al-nasl) and Preservation of Property. Lastly, the third part of the book discusses selected topical issues, including abortion, assisted reproduction devices, genetics, organ transplantation, brain death and end-of-life aspects. For each topic, the current medical evidence is
followed by a detailed discussion of the ethical issues involved.
An Ideal Gift for the Young Daughters of the Ummah
A Manual on Islamic Creed and Hanafi Jurisprudence. Abu'l-Ikhlas Hasan Ibn 'Ammar Al-Shurunbulali
The Sublime Quran
Al Fawz Al Kabir
The Book of Assistance
Bayan Talbis Al-Jahmiyyah (English Translation Artificial) (Volume 1)
In order to understand the true message and spirit of the Holy Quran, it is essential to know the language it has been revealed in. The first step is to understand the meaning of individual words. One needs to understand how words were used by the ancient Arabs by the time of Quranic revelation, and not depend on anyone's explanation or understanding as to what they mean today.
Along with proper understanding of Arabic grammar, the true meanings of Quranic words, and their use with respect to the context in which they have been revealed in, one student of Quran may get closer to the Truth. The task of creating a Quranic dictionary or encyclopedia that would explain the classical meanings of Quranic words and their use along with significance was
undertaken by Allama Ghulam Ahmed Parwez in 1960, where he compiled Lughat-ul-Quran in Urdu language. Now this dictionary has been translated to English by Quranic Education Society in Norway, in order to appeal to a larger audience worldwide and to inspire modern Quranic students.
Sunan Nasa'i
A Manual of Prophetic Ḥadīths with Commentary
Hazrat Ayesha Siddiqa
Qur'anic Studies and Literary Criticism
Mukhtasar Al Quduri
English translation of Sunan Abu Dawud
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